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The following situations could result in the roadbed subsidence in 
track sections with earthen foundations (Fig. 1).

Intrusion of soil to a drain conduit underground due to damage to • 
that drain conduit
Cavity forming under the roadbed due to construction work such • 
as that of underpasses
Cavity forming under the roadbed due to affects of incidents such • 
as groundwater seepage 

As visual checking of the under-track structure involves test 
drilling, it is difficult to identify spots of potential roadbed subsidence 
before its occurrence.  So, detection using an electromagnetic radar is 
considered effective to detect such spots because this method of 
detection is not limited by type of underground object.

As previously mentioned, JR East has developed an under-track 
survey car based on electromagnetic radar technology, and that is 
used at all branch offices. In addition to this detecting car that is 
periodically operated at all branch offices in turn, another hollow 
detector was needed that could meet urgent measurement, and data 
check needs such as immediately checking spots similar to a spot 
where roadbed subsidence actually occurred.  Based on that demand, 
we developed a portable under-track hollow detector that enables 
measurement in a timely fashion.

Development of a Portable 
Under-Track Hollow Detector

JR East checks for hollows under tracks using a road railer type under-track survey car to prevent serious accidents due to roadbed 

subsidence.  All of our branch offices share and periodically operate that one car in turn, and expert engineers check the obtained 

measurement data later.  In addition to this detecting car, another hollow detector that could meet urgent measurement and data check needs 

was also required.  Based on that demand, we developed a portable under-track hollow detector that can perform real-time hollow checks.  

Tests on a test course with model hollows and on a commercial line have proved that the developed hollow detector has good performance.

Introduction1
As shown in Fig. 2, an electromagnetic radar emits electromagnetic 
waves from its transmitter antenna to the ground (dashed line).  
The waves are reflected off the surface of objects of electrical 
characteristics (specific inductive capacity) different from the 
electrical characteristics of the soil around the object.  Such objects 
include hollows and buried objects.  The electromagnetic radar 
receives the reflected waves at its receiver antenna and measures the 
distance to the reflecting object based on the time from transmission 
to reception.  Fig. 2 shows the electromagnetic waves having an 
angle for easy understanding, but actually the angle is quite small.  
Transmission and reception is thus linear.

Defining the distance from the ground surface to the object as R 
and the time from transmission of to reception of the electromagnetic 
waves as Δt, the following relationship is established between R and Δt.

Here, V is the underground transmission speed of electromagnetic 
waves (the speed at which the emitted waves proceed under the 
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4) Ability to monitor the measurement status
5) Ability to measure outside the gauge and track 

The reason of the maximum detection depth of 2 m is that most 
of the causes of roadbed subsidence in recent years have been located 
within 2 m under the ground surface.

Table 2 shows a comparison of the specs of UTRAS and the 
portable under-track hollow detector developed this time.  The 
biggest difference from UTRAS is portability by hand and having a 
real-time check function.

Fig. 4 shows measurement using the portable under-track hollow 
detector and Fig. 5 shows the placement of antennas of the detector.

Main features of the portable under-track hollow detector are as 
follows.

5.1 Portability by Two Persons

The total weight of the prototype detector is approx. 40 kg, making 
it portable by two persons.  It can be easily mounted on the rails from 
places such as service roads, while UTRAS has to be mounted on the 
rails at a large level crossing.

ground), and that is equal to the electromagnetic wave vacuum 
propagation speed of Co (3 X 108 m/sec) divided by the square root 
of the specific inductive capacity of soil or other substance εr  (varies 
according to soil characteristics at the point of measurement).  In 
other words, material of larger specific inductive capacity has a 
slower propagation speed.  Table 1 shows some examples of specific 
inductive capacity of ordinary materials.

We use a single under-track survey car (UTRAS) at all branch offices 
that utilizes electromagnetic radar technology (Fig. 3).

This is useful as an inspection car for periodic operation, but it has 
the following problems.
1) As all branch offices share only one car, it is difficult to meet 

urgent measurement needs such as immediate checks of spots 
similar to the spot where roadbed subsidence actually occurred if 
a distance branch office is using the car.

2) Since it is a road railer type car, it can mount the rails only at level 
crossings of a certain size or larger.  So, to make measurements 
on more than one line, it has to be driven back to such a level 
crossing and then moved to the next line.  That is waste of time.

3) The measurement data needs expert analysis.  Expert engineers 
analyze the data and report the results later, meaning that 
considerable time is required from measurement to results 
checking.  Depending on the results, we have to check the spot 
again if any potential abnormality is found.

Based on worksite needs, we decided on the following specifications 
for the portable under-track hollow detector and proceeded with its 
development.
1) Portability by two persons
2) Minimum interference from sleepers
3) Measurement up to two meters deep

Material

Air
Water

Soil
Dry soil
Wet soil

Concrete

Specific inductive capacity

1.00059
81

2.5 − 4
14 − 30
4 − 12

Table 1  Examples of Specific Inductive Capacity

Overview of the Under-Track Survey Car 
(UTRAS)3

Fig. 3  Under-Track Survey Car

Development Specifications of 
the Portable Under-Track Hollow Detector4

Item
Portable detector

(within and outside
of the track)

Number of
antennas

Maximum depth
of detection

Antenna
frequency

Frequency
switch

Detection
speed

Real-time
check

Drive and
measurement

Within gauge Outside of gauge

UTRAS

One for transmission
Two for reception

One for transmission
One for reception

2 m 3 m

1000 MHz 730 MHz

Not switchable

2 km/h

Not available

Road railer

Two for transmission
Two for reception

2 m

1000 MHz
1500 MHz

Switchable

2 km/h

Available

Hand operated

Table 2  Comparisons of UTRAS and the Portable Detector

Main Features of the Portable Under-Track 
Hollow Detector5

Fig. 4  Measurement Using the Portable Under-Track 

Hollow Detector
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5.2 Minimum Interference from Sleepers

As the main place where measurements are tracks, the detector 
measures over sleepers.  If the detector has only one antenna each for 
transmission and reception, electromagnetic waves may be reflected by 
the sleeper when either of the antennas and a sleeper overlap (Fig. 6).

We therefore equipped the detector with total four antennas, 
two for transmission and two for reception.  That way, either of the 
transmitter antennas or receiver antennas can transmit or receive 
electromagnetic waves even if another overlaps a sleeper (Fig. 5).

With these four antennas, the portable under-track hollow detector 
can perform detection without interference from sleepers as shown in 
Fig. 7.

5.3 Measurement Up to Two Meters Deep

An electromagnetic radar has correlative natures as listed in Table 3.

One of the development specs of the portable under-track hollow 
detector is measurement up to two meters deep.  An electromagnetic 
radar with higher frequency has higher resolution but shallower 
detection depth compared to an electromagnetic radar of lower 
frequency.  On the other hand, an electromagnetic radar of lower 
frequency has lower resolution but deeper detection depth.  To make 
use of the advantages of electromagnetic radars of each type, we 
developed a switchable system where a processing circuit switches 
between radar of 1,500 MHz for 1 m depth and radar of 1,000 MHz 
for 2 m depth.  Electromagnetic waves from two transmitter antennas 
are transmitted in turn with that system.

The transmission cycle of the electromagnetic radar is as follows 
(Fig. 8).

1) Transmitter antenna No.1 transmits electromagnetic waves of 
1,000 MHz for 2 m depth.  2) Transmitter antenna No. 2 transmits 
electromagnetic waves of 1,000 MHz for 2 m depth.  3) The circuit 
switches the frequency and then transmitter antenna No. 1 transmits 
electromagnetic waves of 1,500 MHz for 1 m depth.  4) Transmitter 
antenna No. 2 transmits electromagnetic waves of 1,500 MHz for 
1 m depth.  Those steps 1) to 4) make up a cycle.  Electromagnetic 
radars transmit waves in 38 cycles per second.

5.4 Ability to Monitor Measurement Status

Fig. 9 shows the measurement status monitoring screen.  Inspectors 
view the monitor while driving the detector.
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Transmitter 2

300 mm

200

Fig. 5  Placement of Antennas of the Portable Under-Track 

Hollow Detector
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Fig. 6  Interference from a Sleeper
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Fig. 7  Detection Without Interference of Sleepers
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Table 3  Correlative Natures of an Electromagnetic Radar
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Fig. 8  Transmission Cycle of the Electromagnetic Radar
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Four monitoring images are vertically arranged in Fig. 9.  The 
reason for that is that two transmitter antennas of electromagnetic 
radars each for the two depths of 2 m and 1 m emit electromagnetic 
waves.  Specifically, a total four images are displayed for:
1) 2 m depth, transmitter antenna 1
2) 2 m depth, transmitter antenna 2
3) 1 m depth, transmitter antenna 1
4) 1 m depth, transmitter antenna 2

Images at the same frequency can be composed into one, but real-
time composition is impossible.  Therefore, four images are displayed 
while measuring.  After finishing measurement, composite images 
can be output separately for 1 m depth and 2 m depth (Fig. 10).

In the images, the vertical axis is the detection depth, and the 
horizontal axis is the distance from the detection starting point.  No 
image is displayed at start of inspection.  As inspection proceeds, 
images are displayed to the right according to distance.

As another function for real-time monitoring, received waves over 
the preset threshold in the analysis software are marked in yellow 
or red according the level of excess.  With this marking, inspectors 
can immediately check the spot when finding a wide range of waves 
in yellow or red on the monitoring screen.  That allows for initial 
response that is impossible with UTRAS.

5.5 Ability to Measure Outside the Track and Rails

Basically, the portable under-track hollow detector runs using the 
wheels on both rails for measurements within the gauge, but it can 
also run with the wheels on a single rail by using the battery as a 
counterweight to make measurements outside of the gauge (Fig. 11).

In detection using an electromagnetic radar, the closer the antennas 
are set to the object to be inspected, the more accurate detection 
is performed.  So, the detector has a structure where the antennas 
are set as close to the upper surface of the sleepers as possible when 
making measurement on the rails.  At the same time, it also has a 
structure that enables measurement in other places such as on the 
platform or in the station plaza, by replacing the joint connecting the 
bogie and the antenna (Fig. 12 and 13).

Measuring outside
of the gauge

Using the battery as
a counterweight

Fig. 11  Measuring Outside of the GaugeComposite image of transmitter 
antenna 1 and 2 for 2 m depth

Composite image of transmitter 
antenna 1 and 2 for 1 m depth

Fig. 10  Measurement Results Screen 

(Composite Image per Frequency)

For measurement on the track

For measurement outside the track

Antenna

Antenna

Measurement outside the track 
made possible by replacing 
components

Fig. 12  Replacement of Components for Measurement 

on the Track and Outside the Track

Fig. 13  Measurement on the Platform
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In order to verify the performance of the developed portable under-
track hollow detector, we carried out tests on the test course with 
model hollows and on a commercial line.  At places with potential 
risk of hollows detected in the test, we also carried out confirmation 
measurement after measures were taken.

6.1 Performance Check on the Test Course

For the performance check, we built a test course with buried 
foam polystyrene and concrete U-shape gutter components.  Foam 
polystyrene is used as model hollows as it has specific inductive 
capacity similar to that of air.  Table 4 shows the list of the buried 
models.

Fig. 14 shows the conditions of model objects No. 2 to 5.  They 
are foam polystyrene buried under the roadbed to model objects.

Fig. 15 illustrates the cross-sectional view of the test course and 
Fig. 16 shows the results image.

The model hollow at the left end is model No. 1, and we carried 
out detection to the right.

The results show that the waves were detected at places similar to 
those of model objects No. 1 to 8.  That proved good performance 
of the developed detector.  The vertical reflected wave around 2 m 
depth at the center of Fig. 16 is caused by noise.

6.2  Performance Check on a Commercial Line

Next, we checked the performance of the portable under-track 
hollow detector on a commercial line.  Fig. 17 shows the overview 
of the image of the detection results.  In the test section, objects 
were included such as a drain conduit for which we expected clear 
reflection in the detection.

Fig. 17 shows the overview of the image of the detection result 
and Fig. 18 to 20 show close-ups near metal-protected sleepers and a 
drain conduit.

Fig. 18 is a close-up near metal-protected sleepers, where reflection 
by metal was clearly output.

Model No.
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6

No. 7

No. 8

Material
Foam polystyrene
Foam polystyrene
Foam polystyrene
Foam polystyrene
Foam polystyrene
Foam polystyrene

Concrete

Foam polystyrene
and soil

SizeType
Hollow
Hollow
Hollow
Hollow
Hollow
Hollow

Structural
material

Loose

W700 X D500 X H500
W500 X D500 X H300
W300 X D300 X H300
W300 X D300 X H200
W300 X D300 X H300
300 X 600 X 1000 triangle pole
W600 X H600 X L2000 component of 
U-shape gutter

W1000 X D1000 X H300 cm

Table 4  List of Buried Objects in the Test Course

Fig. 14  Burying the Model Object (No. 2 to 5)

Fig. 20 (close-up)Fig. 19 (close-up)Fig. 18 
(close-up)

Test section

Metal-protected sleepers Drain conduit
No objects that we expected

to have colored marking

Fig. 17  Overview of the Test Section on a Commercial Line and Overall Image of the Detection Results

Fig. 16  Image of Detection Results of the Test Course

Performance Tests6

Foam polystyrene U-shape gutter 
component (concrete)

Mixed foam 
polystyrene 

and soil

Fig. 15  Cross-Sectional View of the Test Course
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Fig. 19 shows an image of the area at the drain conduit that is 
buried at 1 m depth.  As shown, the reflected waves were clearly 
output here also, and the depth was also correctly detected as 1 m.

There was no object for which we expected particularly strong 
reflection, and there was no area with clearly output reflected waves 
in the detection image either.  Fig. 20 is an example of the image 
without clear reflection.

6.3 Check after Measures Taken

In the test detection of a certain section, we found markings in a wide 
range as shown in Fig. 21.  That suggested a potential hollow.

After the construction measures where we applied vibration piling 
of H-shape steel while packing gravel, we surveyed that section again.  

The results showed a decrease in markings, confirming the effect of 
the measures taken and the decrease of potential risk (Fig. 22).

Based on the status of the UTRAS that all branch offices share and 
on worksite needs, we developed a portable under-track hollow 
detector with the following features and confirmed good performance 
of that detector in various tests.
1) Its total weight is approx. 40 kg, so it can be carried by two 

persons. It is also easy to prepare for measurement such as 
mounting on the rails from service roads.

2) By using two transmitter antennas and two receiver antennas 
according to the situation, it receives only minimal interference 
from sleepers.

3) It can make effective measurement at two frequencies by switching 
with the processing circuit instead of switching antennas.

4) It allows real-time monitoring of the detection status on the 
display while measuring.

5) It can make measurements outside of the gauge as and outside of 
the track.

To be able to put the developed detector into practical use, we are 
planning to further verify the usefulness as a portable under-track 
hollow detector and the ease of use of the software, and to develop an 
introduction plan based on the test operation in the field. 

Conclusion7
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Fig. 18  Detection Image of Area Near Metal-Protected Sleepers
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Fig. 19  Detection Image of Area Near Drain Conduit
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Fig. 20  Detection Image of Area to the Right 
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Fig. 21  Detection Results Before Measures Taken

Decrease of marking

Fig. 22  Detection Results after Measures Taken


